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Mary Mary (Series 3)

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Family Feud

Mary Mary kicks off its third season with a sonic boom. Tina discovers her husband Teddy was
unfaithful during the time she was on the road, and at the same time, the ladies’ father has been
diagnosed with stage four cancer. But landing an Ebony magazine interview, and rehearsals for
an upcoming show in Las Vegas, take up a lot of their time.

2. Tina Tells All

Tina tells Erica that she exposed Teddy’s infidelity in a magazine interview and is struggling with
forgiveness. The ladies clash with their manager, Mitchell, and confront him with their
dissatisfaction.

3. Performing In Pain

Tina shocks her publicist with the news that she did a tell-all interview with a national magazine.
Erica hires a new solo manager and debuts her new single in New York City.

4. Cloudy With a Chance of Pain

Mitchell and Mary Mary clash over his ongoing role with the duo. Meanwhile, Teddy surprises
Tina, but she’s not sure it’s a happy one, and has to ask her mom for help. Erica encourages her 9
year old daughter to perform on stage with Mary Mary.

5. Bahama Drama

Tina and Erica head to the Bahamas for a performance and to celebrate their birthdays but learn
devastating news about their dad’s health. Teddy reveals more about his infidelity to Warryn,
threatening Tina’s marriage.

6. Cover Girls
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Mary Mary’s Ebony cover story ignites a firestorm of controversy surrounding Tina and Teddy’s
relationship. Tina finds out Teddy’s infidelity was worse than she thought and Erica stands by her
sister through it all.

7. Changes

Tina decides that she and Teddy must separate, so she leaves town to get away from the stress.
Meanwhile, a lacklustre response to Erica’s solo performance humbles her, and gives her time for
a rethink. Tina and Erica meet with Mitchell for more crisis talks, and things are threatening to get
nasty.

8. Holding The Fort

While Tina’s away, Erica cannot cancel a Mary Mary charity concert, so she recruits her other
sisters to sing. Meanwhile, Tina bites the bullet and asks Teddy to move out. Finally, Warryn and
Ken face off about Erica’s solo career.

9. The Last Chord

Erica’s bleeding vocal chords demand R&R but she has a packed performance schedule. Teddy
wants to move back home, Tina waffles and the couple heads to marital counselling.

10. Tragedy Strikes

The childhood church is filled to capacity with family and friends as the entire congregation bids
farewell Eddie Atkins, the sisters' father. Instead of dwelling on the sadness of his passing, Erica
and Tina's mother Honey chose to celebrate his life. And celebrate they do as Honey directs the
choir and all the Atkins children sing in the front row.

11. Australian Tour

While in Australia, Kenneth pressures Erica to quit Mary Mary to save her ailing voice or lose her
manager. Meanwhile Tina and Teddy battle long distance.

12. Road Warriors

Tina feels good about Mary Mary’s future while Erica wants a break. Tina shocks the audience
and leaves Erica on stage. Teddy surprises Tina.


